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It feels cool like water on the floor and a structure reaches toward the left up diagonally. Possibly an 
element up above with a repeated curved pattern line on underside and yellow in color. 

Probe leaning element: It feels soft and happy. It continues on the top, on the top is another level 
for it and the top place has several miniature things there. 

Snow on the base or lower level part of the leaning structure. 

There is water or ice, a reflective surface close to the floor level, colors blue and black. 

The leaning structure feels like it could be stone, a mountain. 

There is glistening like snow near the floor level. 

1:10 AM End session. 

Feedback: The target was a British guard. There is no mountain or snow or water. The target picture 
is mostly gray stone. The leaning diagonal structure could be the roof of the small red guard box. 
Aha, the curved yellow repeated pattern of curves on the underside is seen on the roof of the guard 
box as part of the yellow emblem. Not sure if there is a reflective surface on the target image. There 
is no snow. 

I can understand how the guard box was felt on the left side, I recognize its slope, and the shape of 
the yellow emblem. I should have tried to probe more and to build a larger target landscape in my 
drawing and report because this could have been interesting. I think I got lazy. 

1:16 AM End notes. 

ELEMENTS LISTING

IE. Water on floor level. 

IE. Leaning structure rises tall to the left diagonally. 

IE. Yellow element above, has repeated curved pattern on underside. 

SE. Snow found on the lower level part of the leaning element. 



SE. Water or ice as a reflective surface, blue and black color, near the floor level. 


